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20.  ABSTRACT (Continued) 

Spread spectrum techniques, which are based on principle.: different 
than those currently used in spectrum allocation, seem to offer 
benefits for spectrum sharing and for some applications superior 
to those of frequency division.  This thesis provides a summary 
of the principles upon which spread spectrum systems have 
developed and the progress of frequency management involving 
spread spectrum systems.  This analysis considers several 
strategies to accommodate spread spectrum in frequency management 
and its role in future spectrum sharing opportunties. 
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ABSTRACT 

V 
Because  of th  nation's   increasing   demand  for  sore  *<>le- 

communication capacity, there is a continuing r.e^-i for nor* 
efficient ways of sharing ehe radio spectrum. Th-3 ccr.ver.- 
tior.ai ways o* allocating the soeC-rum are by frequency, 
space ar.d time division. However, for systems using new 
technology this is inefficient. Hence, it is desirable to 
re-examine alternative procedures that might be necessary if 
tha benefit? of telecommunications are to be assured in th? 
face of increased demand. Spread spectrum techniques, which 
are has-ed on principles different than those currently usei 
in spectrum allocation, seem to offer benefits for sp»c*run 
sharing and for seme applications superior -a these of 
frequency divisicn. This thesis proviies a summary of th» 
principles upon which scr-ad spectrum systems have d^velopei 
and the progress of frequency management involving spre-i 
spectrum  systems. This  analysis  considers    several   strat- 
egies tc accommodate spread spectrum in frequency management 
and   its role  in   future spectrum   sharing   oppcrtur.ties. 
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INTRODUCTION 

A.      BACKGROUND 

As a result of advances in communication thsorj -an I 

systems technology in the las- decade "he use of 

telecommunication services has rapiiiy aultiplisd, placi.:g 

new demands on the radio spectrum. This grow-h in the radio 

frequency spectrum usage has resulted in congestion, and th<a 

situation is getting steadily worse. Serious consequence? 

await those agencies and nations which io not maintain an 

active, progressive program to protect their existing 

operations and tc provide for accommo laticr. of new planned 

systems. Competition for this vital spectrum resource has 

already reached -he point where communications, navigation 

and surveillance svstems in use today are threatened 'jy 

encroachment fron other spectrum users. In addition, any 

plans tc introduce new systems «fill confront spectrua 

availability  as   a  formidable  problem. 

Spectrum demands have been met traditionally by simple 

administrative     -echniques        because     technology        a?s     kept 

nncreasma th« amount of     spectrum     space     available     a^a 

reducing  necessary   bandwidth. Rece; :he gr< of  the 

usable  spectrum   has     slowed   while  the   demand     placed   apor.   it 

has   grown  exponentially. This  '•urn.   of   events     has   ir.duceri 
-£o-er- :o soectrum     managers     to     consiosr       lieferen,     aporoacnes 

frequency  allocation  and  assignment. 

Therefore, all users must recognize the impossibility of 

obtaining ail the spectrum requested and the virtual 

impossibility    of       exclusivity     with, perhaps,        sevsrai 

exceptions     such       as    Tactical       Air     Navigation        (TACAN) . 
Conditions  must   te  developed  for     cooperative  use   which  goes 

«*nff,,WB 
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far beyond the ccncepts of sharing that presently prevails. 
Given that a banc must be used by more than one justifiable 
user, the problem is to determine the specific criteria 
which can be applied to two or more users or. Btttually 
cooperative rather than a mutually exclusive basis for mor<; 
effective  use of the  spectrum. 

To overcome this problem the concept cf spread spectrun 
(SS) communication systems has been advocated. Before such 
a measure may b« seriously considered, extensive experi- 
mental data mast be collected in orier to confirm the 
theoretically predicted behavior of the new system. Thf: 
experimental pro cram must, include field tests in real propa- 
gation and interference environments and performed side-by 
side  with  existirg  services. Fending   a   favorable  c income, 
certain SS systens may be tentatively assigned one or nor^ 
segments  of certain  bands. 

One of the important aspects in applying 53 ~.echr.:.quei: 

to telecommunication is the impact they will nave or. 
spectrum   management. Spread  spectrum  systems     differ   frei 
conventional systems in several ways that nay require new 
approaches in spectrum management. They occupy much larger 
radio frequency (SF) bandwidths, many cf them -"raploy 
frequency hopping (?H) and direct sequence (DS) techn: ques, 
and, often, they are designed to be multifunctional.. Also, 
SS systems are sometimes operated in nets in which each net 
may serve hundreds cf users in a relatively small geograph- 
ical area. Even in cases that spread spectrum could be 
assigned to a ba id on a exclusive basis (a highly improbable 
assumption, in view of the present spectrum congestion), 
interaction with freguency division services would result at 
national  and regional  boundaries  of  such   assignment. 

*» - *• •* Tr,«r;-•••!*•• Oß&*T 



B. PÜRFOSE 

The purpose cf this thesis is to provide an assessment 

cf the frequency bands that night be ased by spread t:?ectrum 

systems, with explanations cf the constraints due tc both 

electromaqnetic compatibility (2MC) considerations and 

frequency allocation regulations. Also, this thesis will 

provide administrative recommendations regarding the 

approach for accommodating SS systems in t frequency 

allocation structure. Finally, it will recc »end general 

rules and procedures required to allow the utilization of 

these systems while simultaneously protecting authorized 

conventional systems to the maximum extent possible. 

C.  APPROACH 

The thesis beains with this  brief introduction an; :nen 

divides Spread spectrum Frequency Management into four basic 

areas. Chapter Two explores spectrum management allocation 

processes and problems. Chapter Three locks at spread 

spectrum systems with emphasis on the different techniques 

(FH and DS) ar.d how "their application affects spectrum 

management. Chapter Four assesses the frequency bands that 

spread spectrum may possibly use and their effects on 

spectrum utilization. Finally, Chapter Fivi explores 

possible spectrum allocation alternatives asir.g spread 

spectrum systems. 

10 
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II.   SPECTRUM   MÄNAGMENT 

A.      BACKGROUND 

The electromagnetic spectrum (or more speci £ ically the 

radio frequency spectrum) represents a vital and ir:tar:c|ible 

national  resource.        It  is   a  limited  resource,     since  only  a 

small  pcrticn     of the     spectrum  can     be   used ^nr r  ar.y cuven 

purpose within the bounds of present technology. Zach radio 

operation requires a finite part of the spectrum, a channel, 

in the time and geographical domains. Unlike »rest other 

resources, the radio frequency spectrum is rot ocrn out 

through use or misuse. However, careless or inefficient use 

may   prevent  the   cbtainment   of   maximum   benefits. 

3ecause of the intense competition for its use« the 

introduction of roth national and ir.ternaticr.il regulations 

would achieve maximum benefits. Therefore, it is esseitial 

that concerned acencies adequately provide spectrus support 

to ensure the protection and assignment of radio frf-quercies 

required  by various   users. 

Since World War II, the use of the available spectrum 

has grown dramatically, and the United States is Jiteraily 

runnina out of space to accommodate future users oi telecom- 

munications. This problem is compounded by the fact that 

the spectrum management responsibilities are fragmented 

among many goverrment and non-government agencies, commit- 

tees, commmissiens, advisory boards and user groups. 

Because of this fragmentation no single agency has total 

administrative, engineering and information capabilities 

necessary to piovide optimum spectrum management on a 

nationwide  basis. 

11 
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The spectruo shortages the4- exist ar.d are develcoiüq 

are, to a great degree, due to the use D£ cor.ser vative 

frequency manag emer.t practices fron the past which were 

based       en    adai ristrative       convenience. Traditionally, 

communication     systems have     used  frequency     as     a  mea'.s     to 

separate one    cc nmunications channel     from another. Often 

these  decisions     on   the  frequency     to   be  used     for  different 

services  vere  based  cr.  available  technological   developnents. 

and   all  the     asserted  moduiatio: »chniques   whic! 

wit no ut alequa re cverai 1 knowledge 

wer * !r.aa = 

propagation 

characteristics     or ether    impcrta: us -*s that nig V,*- 

require  frequency in   a particular  portion  of  the   spectrum. 
Within a qiven frequency channel, high-Signal pow;-r has 

always been associated with communication reliability. As 
the   demand   for  cemmunication    services   increased,     designers 
sought     methods *n- narrowinq     transmission    bandvidths     to 
accommodate more users within the existing spectrna, while 
maintaining high signal power for communication reliability. 
This   philosophy   of     spectra a  usage  is   based    on   a   oar4-. Lcular 
course of  development  which 4- fco radio   art   happen«i to  take. 

fundamental     physical       principles. rather than or any 
However, reducing assigned bandwidth also ha •= obvious 
limitations, for the bandwidth assigned cannot continually 
be reduced without degrading the quality of system 
perfcrmar.ee  or  reguiring  more costly   equipment. 

These practices are only now beginning to be modified to 
take into account sound engineering principles that allow 
better spectrum utilization. Since oast and present deci- 
sions were made using these conservative practices and were 
implemented with large equipment and installation expendi- 
tures, changes to conserve spectrum and alleviate shortages 
are therefore ertremely costly. If nothing is done to 
improve these practices in the near future the presen4- 

growth  rate  in  usage   will most  assuredly  create   a  crisis. 

12 
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B.      SPECTRUM  ALLOCATION  PROCESS 

By international agreement, the usable radio frequency 

spectrum was sub-divided into a number of discrete frequency 

bands. Each of these bands was, in turn, allocated to (an 

appointment of specific parts of the spectrum to) one or 

more of the seveial recognized categories of redio services 

such as fixed, mobile and broadcast. This procedure of 

freguency division was based on to« available technology 

where little was understood about the effects of the 
propagation characteristics at the different frequency 

levels. The history of major spectrum allocations is then a 
record of decisions primarily concerned with the allocation 

of spectrum previously unoccupied except for experimental 
purposes. The spectrum was allocated as i* became usable 

due     to     advances     ir. radio     equipment     technology. These 

technical     changes  and    innovations  occurring    from time     to 

time     increased     the     amount radio     frequercv     saectrua 

required,     and     resulted  in   the     economical  use     cf  spectrum 

because  cf  better  utilization techniques   rieveloyed. 

However, despite the fact that spectrum managers have 

been able to obtain more and more spectrum and, simultane- 

ously, better frequency utilization w:.-.a improved 

technology, this technological pace is still lagging behind 
the demand for spectrum use. It has reached a point where 

spectrum managers will have to rely on their background and 

knowledge to administer the spectrum without totally 

depending en technology to solve all their problems. In 

some cases the administrative route offers the best hope for 

improving this situation, but it is also the one which will 

be the most troublesome and the hardest to control. When 

something has been done the same way since the beginning, 

and where there is considerable investment in financial 

resources     and     experience,       there  is     going    to     be     heavy 

13 
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resentment and determined resistance to any attempt to 
modify  the  accepted   way  [Ref-   1:   p.   33«]. 

Thus, the electromagnetic capatibility may be looked 
upon as a systemic problem containing several solutions. 3y 
subjecting the status quo to the effects of both natural and 
man-made environments and applying standardized analysis 
techniques, potential short-range assignment solutions will 
be determined, and possibly long-range allocation changes. 
Finally, update the status quo in readiness for future 
problems, and apply some means of feedback to close the 
loop.     [Eef.   1:    F.   336]. 

To achieve these goals it is essential that advanced 
planning fcr the changing environment and technology be 
considered by the spectrum manager to avoid having to deal 
with these problems. Also, the propagation characteristics 
of electromaqnet;c energy are such that the planning for 
allocation of the radio frequency spec-rum must be 
coordinated at the internaticnal as wall a = the national 
level. This     coordination    is  a     lengthiy     process     which 
requires advanced planning to avoid possible delays and 
misunderstandings of  the  frequency  use. 

Effective utilization of the spsctrum demands much more 
than an efficiert machinery for assigning frequencies to 
users     and  keepirg     records   of    their   use. It  requires     a 
continuing overall perspective en the advances of technology 
related to communications and electronics; constant aware- 
ness of the development of new needs and possibilities for 
the use of radio systems to aid the national security, the 
economy and the society; and a responsibility to view the 
needs  and   probleas  of  society as  a  whole. 

14 
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C.      NATÜBE   CP  THE  PBOBLE8 

Electromagnetic compatibility (ESC) is a two way street. 

The users of the eiectroma7netic sr.v iror.sei.t mit share the 

same resource an c get along with racr. other. This was not a 

problem in the past when frequencies w=re plentiful and even 

exclusive use of frequencies was comacr.place. The spsctrum 

is now more crowded and performance thresholds are likely to 

be determined by the level of interfering sigr.als, rather 
than by ambient noise. As a matter of fact, it is only when 

operational service ranges reach the limitations imposed by 
marginal interference, rather than noise, that the spectrum 

is  considered to  be  used  to   full  capacity  [Ref.   2:   p.   17]. 
This does net imply that the spectrum is necessarily 

being used efficiently under marginal interference 

conditions. It does mean that with the equipment in use and 

under the conditions of their use, Interference defines th<= 

limit on the amount of service which can be ;.cccmmcdated. 

Thus, if we are to learn how to use i.ha spectrum 
efficiently, we rust learr. to study and predict interference 

conditions accurately enough to detaraine when interference 

beccmes  an  unacceptable  threat. 

1.     Trends  o f Spectrum   Management 

Exclusive frequencies and block frequency allotments 

to user groups are luxuries spectrum managers can no icnger 

affcrd [Bef. 2: p. 18]. However, the alternatives require 
the supocrt of studies and models in more detail and with 

higher engineering precision than can be accomplished with 

the staffs, records and technical capabilities now avail- 

able. 

The density of planned use of th° spectrum in our 

dynamic and complex environment has forced multiple reuse of 

each     frequency   and     has resulted     in   frequency     assignments 

15 
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which admit tc some pot «at la 1 *cr3i cf interference outside 

acceptable limits. As the use of the spectrum has be-ccne 

more dense, the reed for more efficient net hods of usira *he 

spectrum, based upon tha same kind of controlled marginal 

compatibility,   has  become  svident. 

Three primary factors determine the degree of 

compatibility     ir.    our    electromagnetic     environment: the 

space, frequency and time density of spectraa use, the 

characteristics of the equipment in uz~, and the 

distribution cf the available frequency resource among the 

users [Sef. 2: p. 17]. Any program that is designed tc 

control EKC must be able to anderstand and control these 

three  factors. 
The resource we are interested ir. managing has the 

strange characteristic of being equally available every- 

where, but subject to contamination at the point of use. 

The resource is only usable at any one place k.o the degree 

that the resource is not contaminated c: , if it is 
con taminate'3, tc the deore« that the J ser car: penetrate the 

contamination    ard     still satisfy    his     requirements. The 

complex pattern of spectrum users creates an environment 

within    which     each   user     must     live     ar.c   function. If     a 

scectrum nanager is assigned the responsibility of improving 

the utility of the electromagnetic spectrum, he must first 

understand the existing environment and then manipulate ta* 

future environment in such a manner as to improve spectrua 

usefulness. 

2.     Spectrum   Management   Problems 

The present spectrum management system does not have 

the authority tc manipulate these factors, except within 

rigidly limited frequency bands, and therefore cannot opti- 

mize spectrum utility. Further, existing agencies are not 

likely  to     get  the   required     authority   unless  they     have the 

16 
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means at hand *o guarantee icceo-able service levels *o 

users already committee to spectrum occupancy, while at the 

same time assuring reliable service bo new users. This car. 

be accomplished only through the use of analytical means 

which have a decree of credibility acceptable to both the 

spectrum users and the lawmakers who must protect each 

user's commitment tc spectrum use a r.d who, in addition, 

would have to sanction any basr.c change in the 

administration     and     management     of       the     spectrum. Each 
propesei method for spectrum assignment must be developed, 

tested, measured, and proved to tba satisfaction of all 

parties   before  it can achieve  acceptance. 

Additionally, international allocation provisions 

usually lag national allocations and experimentation. It is 

difficult to demonstrate, in advance of proof of need, that 

a new radio service or technique will be successful and to 

persuade a majority of the Internaticr.al telecommunication 

Onion (ITU) meirber countries to agree :o the changes. 

Especially when this may require '-.he* tc adjust existing 

operations at considerable expense, particularly when they 

are not in a position to play a s-ignifleant role in the new 

technique. 

D.      FUTURE   ALLOCATION   PROCESS 

Because    the    spectrum     is a     completely    and     instantly 

renewable  resource,        using   it     dofcsaM   use     it   up. Since 

today's sppctrum cannot be saved for tomorrow, restricting 

use for the sole sake of conservation has no intrinsic 

benefit. The       purpose     and    only     benefit       of     spectrum 

conservation is to create room for additional services now 

or in +he future. As time passes additional services will 

require spectrum. To make room for these services, systems 
that     new  use     a  let     of     spectrum  should     be replaced     with 

17 
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improved technology when spectrum becomes crowded. Clearly, 

sufficient warnirq should be giver- before this replacement 

is required, so that ir:7?s*crs car. nake proper decisions. 

In this regard, the spectrum management procedure should 

review the alterrative of installing more expensive systems 

using less spectrum now in comparison with thp alternative 

cf incurring a changeover cost in the future. The latter 

compares favorably with the former in proportion tc the + ime 

spar between the initial system installation and the tin-3 

when the saved spectrum actually becomes seeded. The review 

should recognize that what is being studied are two ways of 

conserving     spectrum   for     a   specified     future need. There 

seems to be no intrinsic advantage to conserving spectrum 

before  the  time   when   it   is   needed. 

3ecause predicting the grow::; rate cf technology is 

difficult, deter ninirg how much spec-, rum should be saved now 

for services in the immediate future :.s obviously a problem, 

when too little is saved now, there in inadequate room for a 

paced expansion cf services and undesirably hasty spectrum- 

saving measures should be taken by existing systems if 

worthwhile services are not to be denied spectrum space. 

When tec much spectrum is saved now, the excess saved is 

wasted because i4: is not be ir.g used. If perfectly accurate 

predictions of the future could be made, sDectrum policy 

could strike a balance so that the costs of these two policy 

extremes  would always  be   avoided. 

To allocate the radio spectrum mainly or. the basis of a 

national Table of Frequency allocations is inadequate to the 

complex interleaving of data technologies that is now 

possible. What  is     needed    is     a  more     flexible     spectrum 

manaaement techniques in which the allocations of blocks of 

frequencies, time and space are tailored to particular 

sit uations. 
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Much cf *oday's equipment, and many of today's o-^rat.incr 

practices     resui +     ir.  severe    spec'-ram     wastage. Spec-run 

management -techniques can tighten th* efficiency of spectrum 

usage with all methods that prove economical. First, future 

spectrum management shculi be evolutionary. Changes in the 

system should be well thought our and amply prepare! or the 

continued cooperation of those concerned will simply not be 

possible. Also, recovery of capital investment in equipment 

should be considered in planning for chances. But none of 

this means -hat evolution shculi continue at the snail's 

pace  of     the   past. Second,     spectrum     management   thinking 

should continue 1o meve away fron the concept of controlling 

spectrum usage through simple but rather restrictive and 

rigid administrative rules. The movement should be in the 

direction of increasing in. div: dualized technical assessment 

of applications under explictly formulated priority 

criteria, and under a more flexibLe employment of block 

ailccaticn concepts. This will require much heavier use of 

analytical and data processing capabilities in 'he nation's 

spectrum management than at präsent. Sat it could result in 

stronger sDectrua ma nage men. t capable of supporting the more 

flexible and effective management n?edsd if fuller spectrum 

utilization  is  tc  be   achieved. 

Finally, spectrum management should require of the 

freauency manager a much mora extensive understanding cf 

telecommunications, basic: technology and technological 

treed* than has been required in *he past when making 

frequency     allocations/assignments. This     knowledge       is 

re-quired not only to assess the priority of requirements but 

also  tc   ce   able   to  predict   impending   requirements. 

Thus, the spectrum manager should to be fully cognizant 
of the available technology and of the plans and investments 

cf the various services in order to make logical frequency 

allocations/    assignments     and    ensure  optimum     use    of     the 
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r n 
spectrum. If     spectrum     ma^.aqement   is     -.o    be     effective, 
frequency     managers     shoui?.     is media *:ely     begin     :i     prepare 
themselves *o  meet  this  challenge. 
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III.    SPBEAO   SPECTRUM   SYSTEMS 

A.      INTRODUCTION 

With     the  orcwiao USiC «v f    - f users     crowding   the     radio 

spectrum and with conventional modulation bar.dwidths being 

squeezed to fewer Hertz per channel, any technological 

scheme that, enables more roci in the spec-run ought to be 

investigated. Becer.^iy, a technique known as spread spec- 

trum has beer. growing rapidly in popularity and 

practicality. Ihis syst?m has been around since the 195)'= 

but it has been only recently that technology has mads th-= 

system operational  and  cost   effective. 

Spread spectrum coaiaun ications is an area where tech- 

nology is cut-distancing the radic regulations. The raiio 

regulations admonish us to us= the minimum bandwidth 

possible as a means cf improving spectrum efficiency. 

However, no natter how logical •'-his may seem, such a 

regulation may actually prevent us from implemertina 

solutions  to   prevent   spectrum  crowding   problems. 

The numerous development programs sponsored by the mili- 

tary have produced a wide variety of SS techniques and 

designs. Two of the techniques to be discussed are direct 

sequence and frequency hopping. Although extensive advance- 

ments have been made in technology, there are still many 

unknowns in reqard to the application cf the techniques to 

military operations and the establishment of frequency 

allocation/ assignment policies and regulations. Within the 

military, studj efforts on spread spectrum modulation 

techniques     have    already  begun. However,       analyses     are 

required   before   -^he   regulatory  aspects  of  the  techniques  can 

the first  step to    introduce  ss 
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techniques  is  to     define   what actually   is   meant     by 

"spread  spectrum". 

. erm 

Spread spectruir is a means of transmission in which the 
signal occupies a bandwidth in excess of the minimum 
necessarv to send information; -he fcand spread is 
accomplished by means of a cola which is independent of 
the data and e sy r.chrcr.i z ?d reception with the code at 
the receiver is used for bespreading and sab-sequent data 
recovery (Ref.   3;   p.  855]. 

Under this definition the basic signal characteristics 

of  modern  spread  spectrum  systems  are   as   follows: 

1. The carrier is a nearly unpredictable, or pseudo- 

random,   wide   band  signal. 

2. The bandwidth of the carrier is much wider than the 

bandwidth  of   the  data   modulation. 

3. Sece?*ion is accomplished by tress correlation of the 

received wide-band signal with a synchronously 

generated  replica   of   the   wide-band  carrier. 
This is enly the first of aany ;:tep3 in ""he lone process of 

establishing the usefulness of spread spectrum modulation 

techniques. 

While spread spectrum methods and systems are important 

technological improvements, they should not resui- ia 

regulation sine 9 neither the ITU nor any other agency is 

ready to discuss the sub'jeot to the extent necessary for 

regulatory actior. Xoreovev, at this point, the spreading 

schemes appear infinite in number while nesting experience 

is minimal. Thus, considerable effort must be «xperdc-d to 

evaluate  such     modulation techniques. Regardless,     spread 

spectrum methods offer much promiss and their development 

should not be unnecessarily retarded by premature 

reoulaticn. 
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B.      THEORY 

In any COM unication. syst;m, the information rate is 

limited bv three basic features of the communication 
channel: the inherent -oi.se density« N (watts/Hz), within 
the channel, 'h« channel bandwidth, H (Hz), and available 

signal power, I (watts). In principle, considering *:he 

basic properties, it is possible to =ncode information intc 

either the power or bandwidth intensive domain. ^ach domain 
exhibits properties which the communication system desigr.er 

can exploit to solve the problems of transferring informa- 
tion from the sender to * he receiver with an arbitrarily 

small   error  rate. 

The basis of spread spectrum technology is expressed by 

Shannon's lav i:. .he fors of channel capacity, C (bits oer 

second),   gives   by  eqjation   3.1, 

C *  3.32  S log    (1  •   ?/N| , Ogn   3.1) 

where 8 is -he channel noise power in watts. Ibis equation 

shows the relat icnshiu bat wesn the ability of ?. channel to 
transfer error free information, compared to the power-to- 

noise ratio existing in '-.he channel and the bandwidth used 
to transmit information [Ref. 4: p. it], it is not possible 

by any encoding nethod to send at a higher rat? and have an 

arbitrarily  low   frequency  of  errcrs. This law  is  shown   to 

hold true for the «erst case cf white thermal noise, for 

which  each  amplitude   distribution  is   Gaussian. 

In equation 3.1, the channel capacity is a function of 
three independent variables, 9, P, and N. However, by 

proper normalization, this dependence can be essentially 
reduced to a single variable, noise power which can be 

expressed   as: 

N  =   trw. 
B (ear   3.2) 
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signal  power  and -he  channel noise  density The  availab 1 

can   also   be used to   define   a   new  variable,   WQ,   such   tha 

p   = g  R    ar w     = P/N  , 
O   o o o 

(egr   3.3) 

where W is -.he bandwidth which would vield a r.oise power 

äquivalent to th€ signal power. combining equations 3.2 and 

3.3,   the  signal   power-to-roise  ratio   can   be   expressed   as: 

?/»• =  ^w0/«0w = a0/ü. (ear.   3.U) 

Thus,  the power -to -nois 9 ratio is  equated to the bandwidth 

ratio.   Substituting equation  3.4 into equation 3.1  and 

normalizing yields: 

:/Va   = W/Ha log^ (1 *   »./») , (eqa 3.5) 

where     i.'/»  is     the     normalized  bandwidth, ar.d  C/S. tae 

normalized channel capaci-.y. The normalized variable, C/'« , 

reflects the systematic use of the available signal power 

and inherent charnei noise density, zo effect communications 

within the channel« 
!ne   exoressic: cnannel  capacity  is  now  reduced  to  an 

expression where *he normalized channel capacity is a func- 

tion of a single independent variable, W/WQ. A pic- of 

normalized channel capacity versus normalized bandwidth 

equation 3.5 is shown in Figure 3.1. The channel pcwer-to- 

noise ra^io is also plotted en the same grach in order to 

aid   in  the   interpretation of  the   expression. 

Hotice that normalized channel capacity decreases 

rapidly as the normalized bandwidth, S/W0, is reduced below 

unity. In tnis region of the graph, shown shaded in Figur« 

3.1, the power-to-noise ratio is greater than one and 

increases rapidly as W/W0 decreases. This is the region 

traditionally  us<=d   for reliable   power   domain communications. 
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W/W, 
[Ref.   5:   p.   90] 

Figure  3.1       Ncraaiined  Channel Capacity  vs.   Bandwidth. 

Hcvever, another region exists, <*/W0>1, within which 
information can also be trmsmitted within a channel. The 
pow*?r-tc-r.oise ratio in this regier, is less than one and for 
that reason -he information is net readily recoverable by a 
simple detection of signal power (as power domain cemmunica- 
tiors  would typically  be  detected). 3u-   if  information  is 
coded     before er- ters * h a n I*I — — d UU9. a n ^ later   iscoaec     for 
detection, advan*age can be taken of the ?/N<1 region cf the 
sDectrur. for information transfer. These properties protect 
the signal from unwanted interference, from detection in the 
power domain and near^maximum normalized channel information 
capacity. 

Note that in Figure 3.1, to the left of the I/«L«1, c/'i 
=1 point, the curve of c/H is power-sensitive, whereas to 
•*--he riaht of this point the curve is bandwidth-sensitive. 
The rationale for spread spectrum communications is to 
coherently  convert  the signal,   before   it   enters  the  channel. 
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from th<= power-intensive iowain to *ake advantage of tin 

F/N<1 region. »t the receiving end, the bar.dwidth-spr ead 

signal is converted or correlated back to the newer domain 

and detected as a standard power doaain signal [Ref. 5: p. 

89]. 

C.      SPREAD   SP2CTPÜM   PRINCIPLES 

Spread spectrum modulation systems are designed to 

permit cemmunica tion of message information under the diffi- 

cult conditions of very low signai-~o-ncise ratios (S^R) 

that may be encountered due to high cc-channel interference 

(intentional interference) or low signal levels (transmis- 

sions with lew 3etectabLlity). Tha caoability of sprea? 

spectrum systems to be operated at low SS3 values is 

achieved by transmitting a signal that is distinct from ail 

other signals, inclidini interfering transmissions. Since 

cv-sr a time interval/ T, a signal is characterized by 2WT 

nuahers,     the     1 ime nsion.iii ty of  the     signal   (and     hence  the 

rreeacm make   it     diffar en' rca other  signals) be 

increased by increasing V, the bandwidth. Spread spectrum 

systems therefor« use a bandwidth that is wide compared to 

the bandwidth that «oui i normally be needed to communicate 

the message i r.f ormat icn. 

The bandwidth (dimensionality) of the signal car. be 

increased by amplitude or phase modulation. Although SS 

systems could utilize Gaussian r.cise as a modulating source, 

introducing both amplitude and phase variations, practical 

transmitter constraints on peak pow = r and linearity favor 

systems which us*? phase modulation only. Additional limita- 

tions on the practical realization of eguipment favor 

development of systems using discrete phase modulation 

(pseudonoise systems) and discrete frequency hopping (FH 

systems) , rather than continuous modulation. 
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In Drinoiple the message- information can be introduce!! 

bv any cf -he ccrventionai forms of amplitude, frequency or 

phase     modulatio r. However,     an     additional     requirement, 

usually placed en sjDread spectrum systems, is that the 

message modulation should only be recoverable by methods 
that require knowledge o£ the pseudor.oise (?H) spreading 

cci*. This car. be «insured by converting the message to a 

digital form and combining the digital message with The ?!i 

spreading cede before modulation en a carrier. A spreading 
code is a signal that is mixed »itfa a conventional radio 

frequency (RF) carrier for the purpose of spreading the 

bandwidth of the transmitted data. It should be stressed 

tha* spreading codes are usually linear in nature and are 

not   used  to  encipher the  signal. 

D.      SPREAD   SP3CTKJM   SYSTEMS   IMPLEMENTATION 

Only recently has technology com^ to the point of making 

circuitry and systems reasonably small, reliable and inex- 

pensive so as to enable practical implementations cf spreai 

spsctrum concepts. Viewed as a motivating force encouraging 

the growth of the field, this recent f^velopment for prac- 

tical spread spectrua systems must be reinforced by the 

additional pressure cf more and greater demand being made on 

communication systems than ever before. Increased message 

traffic   from  a   higher  number of   users   is  creating   a  need  for 
Drotectrcn   of .n'ormation  from  inter far =nc», net   onlv  m a 

military, bu* ir a cemmerical environment as well. As a 

result cf -hese two maior factors, the availability of 

systems and components coupled with the need for improved 

communication, has thrust spread spectrum communications 

into   the  technical  community. 
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There are many reasons for its inception, one of the 

principle factors being the desire for an antijam capa- 

bility, usually in a single user application. As the 

advancements progressed, the SS concepts have been found to 

be well suited tc precision range and position location and 

most recently have been applied to multiple access situ- 

ations involving many users   simultan?ously. 

Over the last ten years, the work in this field has been 

mainly associate:! with military applications. *?ew programs 

in both military and commerical areas, using spread spectrum 

methods, are being conceived at an ever increasing rate. 

JTIDS, ?13S, SZ2S TALK, HAVE QUICK, SINCGÄBS, Ü5C-28, to 

name a few are such programs that are beginning tc provide 

further momentum towards smaller, lighter and more capaole 

systems  tha-   are  readily  adaptable  to   volume  production. 

Therefore, the techniq'.ies which ihese programs may use 

are  crucial. The   tradeoffs     between  techniques     used  will 

determine vhat advantages or disadvantages will be enhanced 

or  suppressed. Twc of  th?    techniques  to  be     discussed  in 

order tc provide the reader with a more comprehensive view 

of spread spectrum capabilities, are direct sequence and 

frequency   hooping systems. 

2.      DTBECT   SEQUENCE   SYSTEMS 

Direct sequence systems are tha most common and widely 

used   spread  spectrum  systems. Direct   sequence   signals  are 

noise-like signals where the spectrum appears to ccnsist of 

noise. In  ordsr     to    analyze  the     performance     of  the     DS 

systems, it is necessary to be more specific about the oper- 

ation of the modulation and demodulation equipment. Thus, a 

definition of direct sequence that adequately reflects the 

operational characteristics   of  this  technique  is: 
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ncuu_atea Pseudorandom  sequences.     Is   which  a   carrier 
by   a   digi-ai  cede   sequence  havir.q   a   hit   rate   nuch   high?: 
than J".he  ir. for nation si.iral bandwidth ("B-f-  6:   p.   22 ]. 

These signals are usually modulated by phase shift 
keying -"rLe carrier. The wide bandwidth of these signals is 
due to tht high rate at which the carrier phasa is shifted. 
In a direct sequence systam -he bandwidth cf -he transmitted 
signal ir directly related to the rate of the code (code bit 
rate). The siairlobe bandwidth is twice the code bit rate. 
Typical bandwidtta for direct sequence signals vary areatiy 
(tens of Kilohertz to hundreds of megahertz). The null to 
null bandwidth cf these signals is generally grea-=r than 
one hundred times the traffic bandwidth and, therefore, the 
sianals use a much wider bandwidth than is necessary for 
traffic transmission. 

The carrier is directly nodulated (phase shift keyed) by 
a spreading cod<= which is a nearly random (pseudorandom) 
sequence     cf       ccäe     elements. The     primary       purpose    cf 
mcduiatir.n the carrier with a spreading code is tc wider the 
bandwidth of the signal. The spreading code elements =:; 
generated at a higher rate than the traffic cede elements. 
This causes the phase cf the carriar to be shifted mere 
freauently  and therefore  -he bandwidth   is  increased. 

Since the transmitted power of these signals is spreai 
out over a wide bandwidth, the signai-to-ncise ratio of a 
receiver B„t be considerably lower than that which is 
needed for reliable narrowband signal transmission. This 
lew signal-to-noise ratio oftsn makas it mor^ difficult to 
intercept  this  type   cf signal. 
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P.      FREQÜEBCY   HOMING  SYSTEMS 

Ä frequency-hopped communication method is * 

sptctraa systen. in which the spreading of the spectrum is 

achieved by changing (hopping) the frequency of -.he carrier 

sianai at regular intervals. The frequencies to which the 

signal can te hepped are usually spaced equally across the 

desired frequency band and the sigr.al is hepped to these 

frequencies in a seemingly random sequence called a heppinq 

pattern. Typically, data transmission is accomplished bv 

means of conventional binary or multitone frequency shif- 

keying (F3K) modulation of the carrier signal. One or "ücre 

bits can be transmitted using FSK during the 'rime that the 

carrier     signal   is     hopped   to    the     nominal  frequency. Ir. 

effect, the modulated signal occupies a small band or slo*- 

centered around The nominal frequency. The frequency of the 

signal is hopped from slot to slot under control of the 

hopping pattern tut the exact frequency within the slct is 

determined  by  '.h€  data  modulation. It  is also   possible to 

use a hopping rate ir excess of the data rate so that 

several frequency heps occur during the transmission of a 

sin ale bit. This has obvious advantages if a jammer signal 

or other radio frequency interference is present in or near 

some of the frequency slots and also reduces detectablity of 

unwanted  signals. 

The   frequency     hopping   technique   is     similar   to     that   of 

direct  sequence. The   main    difference   is     ir.  the     way  the 

transmitted spectrum is generated and in the way interfer- 

ence is rejected. As with 3S a central feature is 

pseudorandom code generators at both the transmitter and 

receiver, capable of producing identical codes with proper 

synchronization. As before, there is no restriction on the 

choice of information modulated. In the frequency hoppinc 
method,   the  pseudorandom  code sequence   is  used  to   switch  the 
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carrier     frequency       instead    of    directly       moduiatina     the 

carrier. 

The bandwidth ever which the energy is spread is 

ess entially independent of the ccie clock rate ar.d is 

determinsd by t re highest and lowes^ frequencies of *-.he 

frequency   hepped carriers. 

G.      APPLICATION   AMD   ADVANTAGES 

There are mary reasons and applicabilities for spreading 

the spectrum and, if done properly, a multiplicity of 

benefito     can  accrue     simultaneously. Three    cf  the     mos* 

important     benefits     are   interference     suppression,        energy 

density   reducuioi and ranging or  tim =   delay  measurement. 

The most important of these is the suppression of inter- 

ference which ma? be characterized as any combination cf the 

fcliowir.g: 1i other users- intentional or unintentional, 2) 

multiple access-spectrum sharing by coordinated users and 3) 

muitipath  self-jamming by delayed  signal. 

Protection against in-band interference is called anti- 

jamming (AJ) . This is probably the mo?-, extensive 

application of spread spectrum communications used today. A 

similar aoplicat :on is that of multiple access by numerous 

users vhc share the same spectrum in a coordinated manner, 

in that each eirploys signaling charact eristics which are 

distinguishable from those of all other users [Ref. 7: p. 

11]. 

The last fota of interference suppressed by spread spec- 

trum techniques is the self interference caused by naltipath 

in which delayed signals, arriving via alternate paths, 

interfere  with the  direct transmission. 

The second class of applications centers about the 

reduction of the energy iensity of the transmitted signal. 

It  has  a  two-fold purpose,      to  meet  international   allocation 
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regulations    and :o    minimize     datactability       or     provide 
privacy. The i a portent point in this discussion is tha* the 
sane level of average radiated power is reguired whether 
this power is spread cvar a very wide bandwidth or is 
concer.-rat =d in a very narrow bandwidth. Thus, the power 
spectral density radiated from a spread spectrum system is 
significan-ly less than tha power spectral density radiated 
from a conventional narrowband system as illustrated by 
Figure 3.2. 
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Pigure  3.2      Comparison of   Radiated  Power  Spectral  Density. 

Another  important consideration     concerns ef feet ive~ 
ness and efficiency of spread spectrum systems. It can be 
shown that the number, N, of adjacent, narrowband channels 
(Figure 3.3) could be replaced by N/2 wideband channels as 
shown by Fiaurs 3.U, but with multiple access capability 
such  that   spectrum   utilization  will   be  the  same.      What   gives 
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Figure  3.3      II   Narrowband  channels. 

the spread spectrum systems their desirable advantage is 
that  an  spread  spectrum receiver  aus-   be synchronized to the 
transmitter it is copying and thus, the spread spectrum 
receiver rejects andesired and unsyrchror.izsd signals. 
This, in turn, suggests the possibility that some number, n, 
of conventional communication systems can coexist with some 
number, m, of spread spectrum systeais in a common frequency 
band and in the sane electromagnetic spectrum environment 
shown  by  Figure   3.5. 

The    application    of    spread    spectrum     for     ranging    or 
position     location   is    rapidly    gaining     in  importance. A 
common type of range measurement method used is radar. It 
consists of measuring the delay of a pulse or puls3s from 
time   of transmission   and  receipt. The  advantage  cf   spread 
spectrum     ranging is     that   the     timing     measurement   is     made 
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Figure  3.4       N/2  Üdeband  Channels. 

using -he spreading cede as the star.iarl of measure-. Highly 

accurate ranging measuremeats can be obtained when high code 

bit rates are used. Thus, a spread spectrua system usina 10 

Billion bps cods rate can provide ranaing resolution to 

within  30  meters. 

H.      SPREAD   SP2CTFJH   IMPACT   ON   SPECTHOM   MANAGEMENT 

The choice of spread spectrum technique may apcear 

strange when th<= assumed goal of rariio regulations is no 

conserv« the frequency spectrum and certainly not use mor= 

bandwidth than r.ecessary. surprisingly, spread spectrum 

technigues solve a problem that an first glance they seem to 

create, that is, spectrum conservation (Figure 3.5). 

Traditionally,       radio    ragulations  *ried     to    keep     signals 
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Figure  3.5       SS   Systeis  Coexisting with   conventional  Systeas. 

within the rä^.ic ireauency environment separated by 
assigning each signal to an allocated frequency slot. 
However, there are other aetho&s of separating signals, or 
In  the     general   case,       information   sources. Consider  the 
difference between Frequency Division Multiplex (FDM) and 
Time    Division     Sultiplex     (TDM). In     the    former,       each 
information     scarce     is assigned     ä     pre-selec*ed     frequency 
slot. r a    1 »* + m   tr.e  a.« ter, sich informa'-ior: source, after being 
digitized, is assigned a time slot. In both multiplexing 
techniques, the parameter that aaintains the separation is 
either   frequency  or   time. 

As a result cf spread spectrum techniques developed over 
the years, a third signal multiplexing technique, called 
Code Division Multiplexing (CM) car. be identified. In this 
technique,   both   +ime  and  frequency  are   utilized. 
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Each infcrciation source is assigned a unique orthogonal 

cod? which, when added to the original source data, spreads 

this data in frequency and pseudorardomizes the !a*.a ia 

time. Coda     Division    Multiplexing     allows    communication 

svstem designers to actualize the potential of Shannon's law 

of     tradinq       signal     power     for     bandwidth. using     this 

multiplexing method, many information channels can be 

established in +he same frequency channel an! at the same 

time, without interference between channels. Cede Divison 

Multiplexing iray be the most promising spread spectrum 

technique because it allows implementation of a multiple 

access system in which many users car. share the same channel 

in an un synchronized way, with each user being assigned a 

different   pseudorandom code. 
However, the use cf spread spectrum systems almos- 

invariable introduces complications in frequency management. 

It is usually impossible to coordinate frequency band 

utilization aaonc transmitters tc provide a clear broadband 

channel for the communication function. As a result, a host 

cf narrowband fNB) interferers have to be accepted as a 

ccnseguer.ee. Dee to range disparity these NB interferers 

may be received mary orders of magnitude stronger than the 

signal and thus some provision must be made for coping with 

these   interferers. 

There are numerous operational advantages for spread 

spectrum that, taken together, impact on spectrum manage- 
ment,     seme of   these   advantages  are  [Ref.   8:   p.   264]   : 

1. The use cf a large number of frequencies in each 

waveform results in a form of frequency diversity 

that significantly reduces the deer idation in 

performance  that  normally  arises   from  raoid   fading. 

2. Any user can access the system at any time without 

waiting  f cr  a   free channel. 
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3. There is r.o hard Unit on tha r.unber of ac'iv; ir:=r3 

that can be handled simultaneously by th3 <?-/st?m. 

«he?, the number of users exceeds the a=sir. value* 

the result is a degradation of performar.ee for ill 

users  rat ler   than  ienial  of access. 

4. Since all jsers occupy the sai? band, ail user hard- 

ware is identical except, for the filters associated 

with  'rha   vnique signal set. 

5. Under circumstances in which the full capaci+y of the 

system is not required, spread spectrum systems may 

coexist in the same frequency band as conventional 

rarrowbanä systems without excessive mutual 

iEterfer eroe. 
At this time the results are inconclusive and inconplets 

on how spread spectrum systems will impact on spectrum 

management. However, the numerous operational advan-aaes, 

the more ur.iforn and higher quality performance and the 

ability to capitalize neon technological advarce<= leads to 

the   conclusion  tY.ct   such  systems     are   serious  contend-rs   for 

the  ccmmunicatror  system he   curare. 
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IV-    ASSJSSMEHT    CP   ZJEfiDSNCY   BANDS   ÖS ED   FOE   SPREAD   S£ECTPnM 

SYSTEMS 

A.      BACKGROUND 

Sir.ce military spread spectrum systems are designed 

primarily for their anti-jam capability in a hostile 

environment, it is possible that military planning fcr 55 

use may i cm ore the frequency allocation '•ables and consider 

only thc tradeoffs involved in frequency use during -actical 

sit nations« 

However, a ry new system beir.a developed oust Beet 

certain requirements, both during the deveiopaant cycle an3 

in peacetime training and readiness operations, including 

ccapliar.cs   iL*h     frequency   allocation     rul=s.       Because     the 

z. nt 'S r r < na4- ioa al radio recrulatK An r.C 

existing   national  ana  m-.erra- currently address ss  system 

ticr.al      notification,        coordination and      registration 

procedures     should  be    followed     to     obtain   recognition     and 

protection   at  all  levels. 

To facilitate the authorization process and insure that 

spectrum compatibility exists at a particular location an 

BHC   analysis     is  required. This analysis    should  consider 

ccsite, inters:.te and adjacent channel and band operations 

within the common electromagnetic environment. This neces- 

sity for ccraDliar.ee must b« adhersd to if the goal of spread 

spectrum accep-ar.ee among international and national us?rs 

is to be achieved. Without their acceptance, the use of SS 

svstems would be delayed until they are designed and devel- 

oped in such a manner as to b= consistent with the 

allocation  tables and radio   regulations. 
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The  identif icaticn of     frequency  bands  that   can be  used 

by  SS   systems  requires consideration   of  a.  number   of factors, 

ircludir.q   frequency   allocation  requl?tions,   present usage  of 

the     spectrum,      possible     tactical     asage    and the possible 

variations   in  SS  systems  design. 

'he   preser.J •quency   allocation     regulations   partition 

the spectrum intc frequency bands which are used by certain 

services, such as fixed service and mobile service. la 

addition ~.o the allocation of the spectrum service, national 

frequency allocation rules define the type of user allowed 

in each band as qovernra=nt user :r non-government user. 

National frequency allocation rules also define the channel- 

ization cf each band (the frequency separation required 

between   users)   ard  the  maximum allowable   bandwidth. 

Within  the     covernment   allocation,      frequency     bands  now 

usea   oy :he    military     should     b< corside^ed    before 

military bards because coordination and allocation 

application procedures will occur only within -he military, 

rather -ban within both the military and o*her qcverr.men4- 

users. However, when this is not possible, the military 

should consider obtaining approval for use in the shared 

gcvernm<=r.t/non-gcvernaient     frequency  bands. 3ut     approval 

will occur only after a significant test and coordination 

proa/ram is developed and proved reliable. The introduction 

of military S3 systems intc the non-government frequency 

bancs is, in the opinion of the author, not a feasible 

alternative a-1- this time because of the present users 

determined  resistance *o  sharinq rheir   frequency   bands. 

B.      FREQUENCY   BAND   SELECTION 

A spread spectrum system which is desiqned for low- 

density use, such as a low number of links in specific 

locations,     can   be   introduced  into     bands  used by   many  types 
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cf conventional squf pmer.t if proper coordination techniques 

are used. Antenna discriaination, physical siting and Dower 

programming can be used to ensure that a low-density S3 

system will be compatible with conventional narrowband 

systems in the same frequency band. Wideband spread spec- 

trum equipment can operate in the relatively unused 

multi-GHz reqions of the spectrum without E*C problems. 
However, hiah-der.sity SS systems, such as those for •actical 

informa-ion use, generally use omnidirectional antennas and 

are spaced throuqhout the communication-electronic environ- 

ment. Electromagnetic comp a-ibility can be achieved only by 

using a band that is not in use in the particular environ- 

ment or by using a band that is used by equipments that are 

compatible  at   clcse   ranqe  with  SS  systems. 
Since frequercy fcand usage can be categorized by type of 

user, frequency band selection for SS systems can be aided 

by knowing the spread spectrum design constraints for EMC 

within    each    category     of       user    equipment. The     design 

constraints can be determined by analyzing the EMC of 

several     types     cf     SS systems     wit 

providing 

typical     users,        thus 

relative measure       of electromagnetic 
f     spread  spectrum compatibility  between     the   various  types   o 

etTaicaiert  and  corventional   equipment. 

The standard for comparison is the distance separation 

required between the SS system and the equipment in each 

functional cateqcry cf conventional equipments, thus giving 

an indication of the ability of the equipments to operate in 

the same geographical area as the SS methods. The levels oc 

the noise-like responses they produce ir. narrowband 

receivers are tolerable provided the distance separations 

and/or the frequency separations between the offendinq 

sources and the receivers are sufficient [Ref. 9: p. 26]. 

Attaining sufficient separation in either dimension may be 
difficult,       depending    on   the    resources     available. The 
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distance separations are necessary to reduce the SS signal 

to acceptable levels at the conventional receiver location 

and to racuce the conventional transmitter signal to 

acceptable levels at the SS receiver location. la general, 

for comparable radiated power levels and baseband band- 

widths, the distance separation required zc avoid 

interference to SS receivers will be the same as the 

distance separation required to avoid interference to 

conventional receivers. Thus, the distances considered are 

required to prevent interference from SS systems to conven- 

tioral receivers, since spread spectrum impact on existing 

systems is of primary concern in the frequency allocation 

approach. 

A Generalized frequency band can be identified bv the 

military SS system designer, based on such restrictions as 

ccmconent availatility, power and propagation. Frequency 

allocation tables can be used to select candidate bands, 

based en the service of the SS equipment and on the fact 

that the system should be government operated. To determine 

the frequency bar.ds that will be compatible with S3 systems, 

an SMC analysis with present band users must be considered 

ir. detail, by analyzing the possible interference effects of 

the systems (spread spectrum and conventional). obviously, 

this must be resolved before the communication community 

will  accept  wide-scale us=?   of  spread  spectrum systems. 

1.     *iear/Far  Interference  Problem 

The near/far problem, which occurs when a receiver 

is located near an offending transmitter and is far from the 

desired transmitter, can be formidable wher SS systems are 

employed. The problem can be experienced by SS receivers as 

well as by the conventional receivers that share the band 

with  the  SS  systems. 
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In operations involving only conventional radio 

systems, a receiver and any nearby offending transmitter 

would operate on different assiqnei channels. Usually -hey 

can be separated by several channels so that 40 to 80 dB of 

rejection results from receiver selectivity and transmitter 

BF filter [Ref. 10: p. 9], Because of this off-frequency 

rejection, the rear/far problem can usually be avoided with 

conventional  narrowband  systems. 

In operations involving S3 radio systems, however, a 

receiver located near an offending transmitter •'-.hat shares 

ore or mere channels with the receiver would not be able to 

obtain any of f-frequency rejection. In this situation, a S3 

receiver must have sufficient processing gain to overcome 

the unwanted sigral, while a conventional receiver must have 

a very narrow bandwidth to provide cn-tune rejection of an 

unwanted  SS  signal. 

To mitigate this problem, various techniques for 

rejecting unwanted signals must be employed. The attainment 

of EMC depends or how well unwanted signals can be rejected. 

Thus, cne of -he major factors that will determine the 

practicality of applying SS techniques to niii-.ary radio 

operations is rev well unwanted signals can be rejected in 

receivers operated in environments that contain both 

conventional and spread spectrum sys'-sms. There are several 
means for rejecting signals. In each case, the amount of 

rejection obtained is usually dependent en the type of 
receiver and the nature of the unwanted sianai. Thus, the 

rejection attainment in conventional receivers is often 

different from that of SS systems. A comparison of various 

means of  rejection  [ Bef.   10:   p.    13]  is   as   follows: 

1. Rejection Resulting from Processing Gain—the 

correlator in a SS receiver yields an enhancement of 

the signai-tc-interference ratio. The amount of 

enhancemert,   is referred  to  as   '•he  processing  gain. 
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2. Off-Frequency Rejecticn--ccnventional NB signals "ha* 
are several channels or more from the channel used by 
the victim receiver car. be attenuated 40 -o 60 dB by 
the selectivity available in most conventional 
receivers . 

3. On-Tune Rejection — is determined by the chip rate of 
+ he SS signal and the inter mediate frequency (IF) 
bandwidth of the victim N3 receiver. For the 
present, SS systems are Limited to bandwidths of 
about 20 0 MHz. Thus a conventional 'IB receiver 
cannot reject SS signals nearly as effectively as it 
can   reject adjacent-channel  NB   signals. 

4. siqnal Limiting Rejection—unwanted signals cf large 
amplitudes may be limited by the action cf ? limiter 
c-'reuit or by amplifier saturation. If the unwanted 
signal occurs in shcrt bursts and has a low duty 
cycle, such limiting can be an effective means of 
rejection because it reduces the average power of the 
interferer.ee. 

Therefore, the rear/far problem dees not occur in fraquency 
hoppinq systems, since different code sequences imply 
different hoppina patterns, so at most times the undesired 
signal will be en a different frequency from the desired 
one. 

2.     Impact  oi Interfere nee  on  Sorfad  Spectrum   Systems 

Frequency hopping interference from unwanted signals 
is produced wher a frequency compone-nt cf the de-hopped 
unwanted signal falls in the IF bandwidth of the receiver. 
This will occur in two situations. First, it will occur 
when the receiver code introduces a frequency shift in the 
receiver identical to the shift in the unwanted signal. 
Secondly, it will occur in a non-linear channel due to 
intermodulation     between     two  or     more     interfering     signals 
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producing an ir.termcdulation product a- a suitable frequency 
with respect to the current value of •the receiver [Ref. 11: 
p.   3-18]. 

Fcr hopping rates 'that are high compared with the 
information rate the interference produced from unwanted 
signals will be noise-like. This is because each spectral 
line will be spread in a (sin x2) /x2 fashion by an amount 
rouahiy equal tc the hipping rate and this spread will 
exceed the receiver information rate. For hopping rates low 
compared with the information rate, -ve spread on each line 
of the transmitted spectrum will be small compared with the 
information bandwidth and the interference effects from 
unwanted sianals will tend to be coherent. However, as the 
hooping rata is low (one or two hops per second) the occur- 
rence of the interference will be intermittent with periods 
cf one hop duration suffer ir.g heavy interference separated 
by long periods cf interference free reception. The differ- 
ence in the long term average performance from either high 
or lew hopping rates is probably small and a choice must 
then be made it practical systems as to what type cf 
unwanted  signal   interference  is   pref=r?ble. 

Direct sequence systems mav be required to operate 
in the presence cf ether OS signals as might be encountered 
in multiple access situations in which many signals ar° 
assianed a common frequency band, where signals access a 
common repeater, or where there is transmission multipath in 
which delayed versions of the sane signal are received. 
Assumina the pseudoncise (PN) code signal and ehe interfer- 
ence are uncorrelated, then it can be seen that by 
increasing the clock rate of the ?N code the demodulator 
will be able to demodulate the message in higher levels of 
interference. Also,       if   there    are     several     interfering 
signals, the interference power becomes the sum of the 
powers of  the  interfering signals [Ref.   11:   p.   n-7 ]. 
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The above statements are valid provided the desired 
signal ar.d the interference are uncorrelated. If the code 
clock rates are the same, however, the signals cannot be 
considered    to  be     uncorrelated. The     spectrum   then     will 
depend  upon  the   relative  delay  between   the  two clocks. 

3.     Soread S cectrum    Interference   to     Conventional  Voice 
Systems 

For conventional communication systems, it was 
determined that approxiaately the same performance is 
obtained for a given amount of undesired power within the IF 
filter resulting from a DS signal or white .laussian r.oise 
[Bef.   12:       p. 28U], Additionally, the    performance 
degradation to a conventional voice FM receiver caused by an 
interfering DS signal is greater ~han that encountered bv 
conventional  voice  AM receiver. 

Another interference affect on conventional systems 
is when the freguency separation between adjacent 
freguencies of the FH signal is reduced. When this occurs 
the FH signal increasingly contributes to performance 
degradation of the vcica sy stems wb.pr. freauencies other than 
the on-tune frequency are used. Thus, the same performance 
is obtained for the same in-band in-erference power whether 
the power is contributed oy only the instantaneous spectrum 
due to the on-tur.e frequency or by instantaneous spectra due 
to several frequency hops. Therefore, a frequency hoppina 
interfering signal having only one of its frequencies hop 
within the IF filler woulfl result in approximately *he earn0 

performance as a periodic pulsed signal in which the dwell 
time of the hopfer is eguivalent to the pulse width of the 
periodic  sicmal.     [ Ref.   12:   p.   28U], 

Additionally, performance degradation to a conven- 
tional voice AH (FM) receiver caused by frequency hopping 
signal     is  slightly     more   (less)        than   that     produced  by     a 
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pulsed siqnal having a low hopping rate and a lor.g dwell 
time; whereas, a frequency hopping signal produces slightly 
less (more) interference than a pulsed signal having ?. high 
hopping  rate  and  a  short  dwell  time. 

Narrowbard voice systems can be compatible with 
certain types of SS systems without extensiv» coordination. 
Frequency hoppirg systems with hopping bandwidth? or. the 
order of 100 MHz will be compatible with narrowband voice 
receivers in the same environment. If bandwidths of this 
order are not available in the frequency range selected, an 
alternate method possible for frequency bands with narrow- 
band voice receivers is a programmable FH system. This type 
of system hops aiong those frequencies (channels) that are 
not   utilized  in   the   immediate vicinity. 

Wideband voice (?.1) equipments however, are not 
likely to be coirpatible with SS systems without extensive 
coordination. That is, specific frequency segments must be 
coordinated for SS use through the procedures now used for 
obtaining assignments for wideband point-r.o- point or 
satellite  systems. To  reduce     this   coordination     time  the 
selection of S3 system bandwidths similar to the bandwidths 
of the systems  using the  band  should   facilitate  the  process. 

••     Spread  Scecirum  Interference  ^.2 Conventional   Digital 
Systems 

As in voice systems, SS designs for introduction 
into bands used by narrowband digital systems must differ 
from SS designs for introduction into bands used for wide- 
band  digital  systems. 

For conventional digital receivers, the interference 
power and wavefcrm are related to receiver performance in 
terms     cf  bit     error   probability. For  other    conventional 
receivers, performance degradation is measured in terms of 
an     interference threshold     for     the     soecific  waveform     and 
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receiver     type. The     main       distinction     is    that     verbal 

communication can take place without undue strain or. either 

the talker or th« listener even if part of ths transmission 
is garbled, but digital coramunication systems require error 

correcting codes to maintain the quality of the 

transmission. 

Spread spectrum interference to narrowband digital 

systems can be avoided if SS power output is controlled and 

the bandwidth of the SS transmission (the chip rate or -he 
hopping rate) is on the order of 100 MHz. That is, low- 

power, DS or FH systems using wide bandwidth« can operate 

compatibly in t\m same environment with narrowband digital 

receivers   without     much  coordination. As  with     narrowband 

voice systems, programmable FH syst?ms can also be used in 

frequency  bands   used  by  narrowband  digital  sys-ems. 

Wideband digital equipments are net likely to be 

compatible with SS systems without coordination. Thus, the 

same censideratiens apply to wideband digital as apply to 

wideband  voice systems as previously  discussed. 

C.      SPHZAD   SPECTHJM   UTILIZATION 

Although spread spectrum communion":ion systems have been 

widely studied and used :or specialized application, they 

are not usually considered to be efficient from the stand- 

point of sp°ctruir utilization. However, when information 

•^heory is used to compare the number of simultaneous, 

compatible users of a finite segment of *he spectrum which 

could be supported under two different operational schemes 
(narrowband and wideband) the results suggest that wideband 

or spread spectrum may enjoy a great advantage with respect 

to  a  NB  system  in terms  of   spectrum   utilization  theory. 
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One concern which arises continuously is whether a 

multiple number cf spread spectrum us<?rs transmitting in the 

same nominal carrier frequency and occupying the same RF 

bandwidth permits as many total users of that band as 

conventional frequency division channeling. A universal 

response to this question does not seam possible because the 

relative number of users that can be obtained by either 

approach depends upon the model assumed for the user, signal 

power distribution, message length 3 istributicr. and charac- 
teristics  of  equipment  used. 

The approach to determining how many spread spectrum 

users can simultaneously occupy a given band is based upon 

the interference margin (!1) cf the system. This interfer- 

ence margin determines the signal-to-interference (~/I) 

ratio which can exist at the input to the receiver while 

maintaining adequate signa 1-to-interferencs at the ou'tpa* 

[Ref.   6:   p.   30].     The equation     for     interference     margin  is 

a   = G- L- ( S/I) , (eqn   4.1) 

where G is the SS processing gain and L is the system imple- 

mentation less. To illustrate equation u.1, consider a 33 

bandwidth 1000 times that of the information bandwidth, sc 

tha* G=30dB and if S/I is required to be 10dE and L is taken 

as  2dB    then  the     interference  margin     equals   18dB. Under 
these assumptions, the interference power could net exceed 

the wanted signal power by more than 18dB and still maintain 

the  desired  performance. 

With,   some     mathematical   manipulation,       it   can     be  shown 

:ha- the     number  of     users     possible civen     band  is 

10   log   n  =  B*i   = G- (S/I) , (eqn   4.2) 

where  n  is  •'•he  tctal  number   of  users. 
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Since in conventional allocation, a single channel is 

assigned to a sir.gle user, a ouch higher percentage of the 

available channels would be madc available to users than by 

SS allocation. The exact number assigned is dependent upon 

how much spactru!r is used to provide protection frcia equip- 

ment characteristics which cause interference over a band of 

frequencies wider than the required information bandwidth. 

Therefore, a low efficiency of spectrum use by SS systams 

occurs when the users require continuous access to the 

communication channel or at least a high duty cycle. &ndf 

for such cases, bandwidth expansion systems are usually not 

spectrum use efficient. Howevar, when each station or user 

is cr.ly transmitting a fraction of the total time, wideband 

systems provide grea~er communicatica capacity and spectrum 

utilization  than  do   narrowband  systems  rsef.   6:   p.   30]. 

In a congested band operation, in which a service is 

assigned various bands of frequencies within the ban 2, the 

communication  capacity using  broadband     systems   exceeds  that 

of     narrowband systems. Thus,       as     the  number usars 

increases in a congested band operation, sc that the S/V 

decreases, or as the duty cycle cf operation decreases, 

broadband systems shew inc casing superiority over narrow- 

band   ones  C Bef•    6s   P«   31]. 

Thus, in an environment in which ail users operate only 

on an assigned frequency, lew duty cycle operation broadband 

systems give greater communication capacity for a given 

bandwidth allocated to the service. The reason for this is 

that for a low duty cycia , the narrowband system wastes 

spectrum because most of the allocated channels in the band 

will be idle at any aiver. time. The narrowband allocation 

elimina-es interference between users, while in the broad- 

band case, each station appears as noise to the ethers. The 

broadband system takes advantage of the low duty cycla which 

keeps the noise level low and increases the per-circuit 

capacity. 
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At hiqh duty cycles, the NB system results in superior 

spectrum utilization and it obviously or.ak.es sense to 

allocate spectrui using the conventional frequency division 

method for hiqh -futy systems. For low duty rate operations, 
in which iarcje numbers of users rely upon a common relay 

point, or systens which permit many users to operate on any 

of a number of frequencies in a band, bandwidth expanding 

systems can easily prove to be more efficient users of the 

spectrum. 
In the final analysis, direct sequence SDread spectrum 

efficiency is a beut double that for frequency hopping. This 
is tantamount to doubling the processing gain. However, PH 

technology may have an edge in achievable band spreading of 

one or mere orders of magnitude over DS spreading technology 

which qrea-ly overshadows the system's edge of direct 

sequence   [Ref.   7:  p.   18]. 

D.      RECOHHENDATICI 

In practice, the frequency band selection for spread 

spectrum systems should be made in a manner that complies 

with frequency allocation regulations to the maximum extent 

pcssible. The primary function of the SS system should be 

the same, if possible, as the service to which the band is 

allocated. In addition, the band should be designated for 

government use. Finally, the technical characteristics of 

conventional comuunication equipment should be considered in 

the design of ary SS system planned for use in the same 

band, both in terms of possible interference to convertional 

systems and in terms of possible interference to the SS 

receivers. 
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*•   POSSIBLE   APPLICATION   OP   SPREAD   SPECTRUM   PRINCIPLES   IN 

SPECTROH   ALLOCATION 

A. BACKGROUND 

Spread spectrum techniques have beer, developed ir. the 

past to permit communication of message information under 

difficult conditions of very low sianal-to-noise ratio (such 

as may be encountered due to high co-channel interference), 

lew signal levels, or transmissions having low detect- 

ability. They «ere nor developed »ith a primary objective 

of spectrum use improvement, and yet the objectives for 

which they wpre developed appear to be desirable for spec- 

trum allocation considerations. Two strategies cor 

employing spread spectrum techniques that warrant further 

consideration as to their usefulness for increasing spectrum 

efficiency and system performance are frequency band sharing 

and   dedicated  spread  spectrum band  allocation. 

B. FREQUENCY   BAUD   SHARING 

One strategy would be to overlay wid-bar.d spread spec- 

trum users in selected frequency bands now assiqr.ee for a 

number cf narrowtand users and to use the frequencies simul- 

taneously by both kinds of users. The burden of achieving 

and demenstratinc practicability would fall en spread spec- 

trum users because most of the so^ctrum in JS = today is 

already filled with narrowband users and traditionally, new 

users cf the spectrum carry a burden of establishing sharing 

criteria. 

An approach to implement this strategy would be to let 

present users continue operating as they are today and bsgin 

building  an overlay   of SDrsad     spectrum   users  on   the  present 
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retwcrk. The spread spectrum users would be exDcc-ti to 

develop their systems so as to create minimum interference 

to the conventional systems as well as being able to prcvide 

satisfactory operational performance of the spread spectrum 

systems in the presence of many in* er f erin o signals [Ref. 6: 

p. 29]. Spread spectrum systems should be evaluated the 

same as conventicnal systems. If a spread spectrum system 

complies with applicable rales, regulations and procedures, 

the system should be afforded the same recognition an i 

protection as conventional systems. However, if noncoapli- 

ar.ce exists, the spread spectrum system should be allowed to 

operate on a noninterference basis, until such time as data 

can be made available to show compatibility. When rules r.^ 

established, they shculd eccommodate spread spectrum systems 

wherever possible. This strategy should be practical since, 

as summarized in preceding chapters, the spread spectrum 

signal is a low density signal (inherent because the signal 
power is spread ever a wide bandwidth) which to the conven- 

tional system appears to be incoherent and is viewed as ^r.ly 

a small  noise  increase. 

Additionally, the requirement •'•hat the spread spectrum 

system b«= able tc operate in the existing interference envi- 

ronment is aisc implicit because of its inherent capability 

tc provide interference rejection that is probably not 

i^'-ched in any o*her system. As discussed earlier, inter- 

ference is rejected by the spread spectrum receiver up to 

some interference margin level which is a function of the 
code sequence rate in a direct sequence system and the 

number of frequency channels used in a frequency hopping 

system. 
One recommended method for accommodating band sharing or 

band overlay is by assianir.g orthogonal codes. Only a 

receiver empicyir.g the same code sequence as the transmitter 
will     be  caoable    of     decoding     the  transmitted     signal    and 
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recoverirq    tht     information    signal. 3y     assigning     each 

receiver in a network a different code, the user nay selec- 

tively address a particular receiver by employing the 

corresponding     cede     at    the       transmitter. 3y     assigning 

different code sequences to different systems, many 

transmissions car utilize the same portion of the frequency 

spectrum. This       could     be    done     without       the     explicit 

coordination  necessary for   trucking,     time  division  mul^ipls 

Transeii access, or frequency division multiple access, 

will be able to communicate only with their intended 

receivers. In fact, each system should be unaware of tns 

operation     of other     systems. This  uncoordinated     channel 

shirina   is  callec code  division   multiple  access   (CDMA). 

The main obstacle to the development of this strategy of 

overlappina spread spectrum wide bandwidth sianals on 

existina narrowband systems is the reluctance of those 

currently authorized frequencies to shar° them when they 

appear to have nothing to gain. To overcome this obstacle, 

careful planning, cooperation, and experimentation must 

prove that the current users have nothing to lose ana. that 

society, as a whole, will benefit from increasing communica- 

tion   capability. 

C.      DEDICATED   SPEEAD   SPECTRUM   BAND   ALLOCATION 

The second strategy for accommodating spread spectrum 

systems in the frequency spectrum is to establish certain 

bands for spread spectrum systems and to assign orthogonal 

cedes     rather than     frequency bands. One  possibility     for 

accommodating dedicated spread spectrum assignment and of 

alleviatinq seme of the demand for the spec+rum is to move 

to higher frequencies where there is less, or no, currant 

usaqe. If systems can be designed to utilize frequencies 

above     1GGHz  and     handle  the    propagation     effects   at     these 
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higher frequencies, the bandwidth available for radic trans- 

mission will become several tiaas the total of that usel 

today. 

Cne must ccnsider that at frequencies above 10GHz, 

atmospheric absorption by rain and fog as well as the high 

noise caused by higher temperatures make these high frequen- 

cies less desirable using current technolcay. The 

propagation effects for a spread spectrum signal is much the 

same as for any ether signal, with tha exception that wide 

bandwidths employed sometimes restrict system use [Ref. tt: 

p. 227]. The wideband modulation that can cause a system to 

be restricted in some areas can te an ass°t in ether areas. 

Therefore, applying the correct spread spectrum technique 

and design at these frequencies it .nay improve its perform- 

ance  cvt=>r  conventional systems. 

This strateqy ccuid be implemented in an evolutionär'/ 

manner as an outcrow-.h of the first strategy, if, because of 

their advantages, the number of spread spectrum systems 

overlaid in a band arew as narrowband systems diminished. 

Additionally, w ten advantages of spread spectrum techniques 

become mere widely recognized, decisions could be aade to 
implement spread spectrum systems in cartain bands with code 

assignments,   as   suggested [Ref.   6:   p.   30]. 

Finally, the management of frequency bands that 

encompass  only  spread spectrum  systems   could conceptually   b= 
simple: than the management bands    occupied by 

conventional narrowband and bandwidth expansion equipments. 

Once a band has teen designated for spread snectrum use and 

the modulation technique determined, the primary concern is 

to insure that the same spreading codes are not being used 

by  more  than  one  user. This could  be   accomplished   through 

careful code assignment techniques and/or reccrdkaepinq 

procedures. 
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D.      RECOMMENDATION 

Two approaches have beer, proposed for accommodating 

spread-    spectrum systems    in the     frequency  spectrum. Ore 

approach is to cverlay wideband spread spectrum users in 

selected frequency bands now used for a number of narrowband 

users and to use the frequencies simultaneously by both 

kinds of users. The second approach is to establish certain 

bands exclusively for spread spectrum sysrerrs and to assign 

orthogonal  codes. 

In practice, the band sharing approach between SS 

svstems and conventional systems is preferred ever the 

allocation of a few specific bands for SS systems, tas^d on 

a realistic appraisal of the likelihood of obtaining 

international and national   acceDtable   frequency  bands. 

Typical SS systems are not inherently compatible with 

conventional radio systems, that is, SS emissions are not 

transparent to conventional receivers. However, frequency 

band sharing between SS systems and conventional sys-ems is 

possible in a nuaber cf frequency ranges if SS system design 

characteristics   are   properly  controlled. 

The     types     cf   SS    systems     lea si Likely cause ZSC 

problems are those that introduce low duty cycle 

interference intc the conventional receiver. The SS system 

must hop or pass through the receiver bandwidth relatively 

infrequently, which means that the SS system should be a PS 

and the receiver bandwidth must be quite narrow compared 

with  the    SS  bandwidth. Uninterrupted  DS     spread  spectrum 

systems are not as likely to bs compatible in the same 

environment     with narrowband    conventional  systems. Thus, 

alternate methods of achieving ESC with conventional systems 

are to use relatively narrow bandwidth SS systems and to 

coordinate frequency usage in the usual manner, or to use 

programmable FH systems, which can avoid the conventional 

system  freguencies  in the  same   geographical  area. 
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The dedicated bar.d approach appears to be lass ceoiraoi* 
a*- this time from a military viewpoint because <st th« 
possibility of jammer concentration in the selected bands. 
However, it may be a feasible long term solution for 
accommodating spread spectrum systems as -.«chnology 
improves. Therefore, the concept of allocating iedica+e^ 
frequency bands for SS systems use should net be pursued af 

this  time. 
Thus, based en a realistic appraisal of obtaining inter- 

national and national acceptance, band sharing between 
spread soectrum systems and conventional systems is 
preferred, while selected frequency bands could become ar 
outgrowth  or  end result   from  the  first   strategy. 
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VI.    CONCLUSION 

Key to the continuing growth of radio systems is the 

availability of radio frequencies which car. be used for 

communications. Without available spectrum, r.ew services 

may be denied, cr forced to operate on frequencies already 

assigned. As a result of the inevitable increase in inter- 

ference, existing services may be degraded and the new 

services   will  operate  less   than   satisfactorily. 

The philosophy of spectrum allocation has been ore of 

sharing the inherent capacity of the radio spectrum among 

users by frequency division. As the number cf users 

increased, methrds were found to reduce the necessary band- 

width so that new users ccuid be accommodated in th« 

spectrum. As t Ve user population continues tc increase, it 

can   be ques'ioneä    as  tc whether   frequency     division   alloca- 

tion     can  continue     to be     the     only   way iliocatin j 

spectrum, because this approach may not always be th» Kost 

efficient   way of  using  spectrum. 

Many of these difficulties ari=e from what is termed 

administrative convenience, which results from the sheer 

impossibility of making a proper EMC analysis of the impact 

of «ach new request for use of the spectrum on -he existing 

users. As a result, assignment tables or rules basei on 

antiquated data are used as a substitute. Revision of these 

rules in the light cf new knowledge will be a lengthy and 

difficult   process but hopefully   it  will  be  accomplished. 

Another successful approach is zhz*-. of increasing the 

available spectrum into the higher freguency bands which 

currently receive little use. Because of the few users, 

rules and regulations are easier both to write and get 

accepted  than  ar« changes  in  existing   rules.     But   the  use  of 
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the higher frequencies is currently limited because of 
increased attenuation caused by rain and other forms of 
precipitation. More importantly, these higher frequencies 
are expensive to use because equipment costs are much 
greater  than  at   the   intensively   used   low  frequencies. 

Eecause of these problems associated with use of the 
higher frequencies, emphasis must be placed on mere inten- 
sive use of the lower frequency bands for which equipment ic; 
readily available and which have propagation charac+eristics 
favorable to wide band communication ever useful distances. 
The maicr problem is then one of increasing the efficiency 
of these already intensively used bands, thus allowing even 
grea+er   use     than is  currently  achievable. Such   increased 
use implies that ultimately all channels will have to be 
shared between users. As a result, the performance or* 
individual sy stets will be determined by interference fro^ 
other  users  sharing  the same channel. 

Since the needs cf the military for new telecommunica- 
tion services is increasing faster than these services ca.- 
be   Drcvided,   technology  can   help  stem   the   tide  by   better   uc-- 

of  the available SDectruo. The 5 application o r.+    & £3:°a. spec- 
trum principles is one such way. Because cf its 

technological characteristics S3 systems offer significant 

advantages to users,  while at  the same time«  they improva 

overall spectrum use.  Fo: :he user, a SS system car. used 
tc reject narrowband intarferer.ee and to permit operations 
in areas where signal congestion would make communication 
using conventional systems impossible. At the same time, if 
the SS sionai is used intermittently and if it is below the 
noise threshold of the narrowband receiver, it will not 
interfere     with   the     narrowband   user. Spread  spectrum     is 
clearly net the best answer to all problems in all circum- 
stances, but in the critical and rapidly changing field of 
high density com nunicatiens, it may prove to be the best or 
possibly the  only answer. 
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This technological development car. or.Iy b? helpful if it 

is controlled by reasonable regulations which guide rather 

than hinder its usage. Spectrum managers sust initiat* 

these regulations which are necessary to insure orderly use 

of the spectrum, but this technological development should 

rot. be arbitrarily retarded by hasty regulation action. 
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